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Abstract— Now a days the security demands of data 

outsourcing applications is increasing and it is becoming an 

important issue in sustainable smart cities. Client’s data which is 

encrypted has been widely accepted by industry. As the clouds and 

edges are not far trusted encryption of data should be done at 

client side and then it should be outsource. Therefore, it is 

challenging issue that how to correctly encrypt the data so that 

encrypted and remotely stored data can be queried to get it back. 

We noticed that not so much people have worked on approaches 

for graph –structured data encryption and support for graph 

queries answering so it is still lacking in studies. In this paper, we 

investigate one graph encryption method called top-K Nearest 

Keyword(kNk) searches .it is an important graph query type, 

several indexes are design to store information which is necessary 

to answer queries and to maintain the privacy or security about 

the graph .It may be vertex identifiers, keywords and edges. Our 

graph encryption methods are secure or not is demonstrated by 

theoretical proofs and experiments which is done on real-world 

datasets. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing and edge computing contains totally 

different applications, information outsourcing is additionally 

vital application of cloud computing.[1] Information 

outsourcing is nothing however storing client’s information 

remotely on cloud and accessing it whenever needed. Whereas 

information is outsourced and the safety ought to be maintain 

so shopper can store his/her data with trust, therefore secret 

writing of information is finished before it's outsourced. 

Encoding is nothing however method of changing plain text 

information to cipher text information, this is often through with 

the assistance of one securing key.[2] However the normal 

secret writing strategies doesn't support a lot of information 

usability as a result of such information is no longer query able. 

Then additionally many work are created for keyword 

search on encrypted matter information, however still varied 

queries on encrypted graph structured information is difficult 

downside.[3]Top-k nearest keyword (kNk) search is taken into 

thought thanks to its vital applications in graph. kNk include a 

graph G = (V, E) wherever V is ready of all vertices of graph 

(i.e. v ∈V) and E is ready of all edges of graph. during this 

methodology every vertex labelled with vary of keywords (w). 

associate degree input given to the kNk search is (k, v, w), kNk 

search provide result specified k vertices in graph that are 

labelled with w keyword and are nearest to vertex v. 

 

In this paper we study, kNk search gives secure data 

outsourcing setting, i.e. how to encrypt graph and securely 

answer kNk search queries properly. It is observed that while 

the kNk queries are performed on the graphs there was huge 

leakage of information from graphs and queries. Therefore, for 

query we should be able to hide content and identifiers of w and 

v respectively. And for graph we should able to hide all vertex 

identifiers. For example, in world the vertex identifiers might 

be Email-Id, mobile variety, Name, Address etc. to hide all 

higher than wants, the special encoding methodology for graphs 

ought to be designed. By utilizing the AES encryption strategy 

the data spillage because of graphs can be kept away but it 

doesn't bolster the question on such graphs, it scrambles entire 

graph.[5] Though scrambling halfway graphs leeks an 

excessive amount of data and creates high hazard in genuine 

use. That implies in the event that entire graph organized is 

spilled, it is anything but difficult to perform different assaults 

on such a graphs. 

 

The remaining of this paper organized as follows. The section 

II describes the different segmentation techniques that are 

applied to the different application. Section III conclude 

different techniques of segmentation followed by 

acknowledgement and references. 

 

 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

D. X. Song, D. Wagner, and A. Perrig. practical techniques 

for searching on encrypted data. Proposed first SSE conspire. 

Arrangement of accessible symmetric encryption (SSE) works 

right off the bat tended to questioning on encoded and remotely 

put away information.[1] This backings the catchphrase look on 

content information or reports. M. Chase and S. Kamara. 

Organized encryption and controlled exposure Chase and 

Kamara developed questioning on organized information, in 

light of the fact that till the work was done on literary 

information as it were[5]. They additionally proposed some 

organized encryption plans. For instance, lattice organized 

encryption plot supporting query questions, chart encryption 

conspire noting sub diagram inquiries, chart encryption plot 

supporting neighbor questions, nearness inquiries etc.it is 

troublesome and testing issue to planning chart encryption 

technique which will bolster higher-leveled inquiry types, for 

example, catchphrase look. 

Pengtao Xie and Eric Xing. CryptGraph: Privacy Graph 

Analytics on encrypted Graph. [4]They are one who proposing 

to scramble a diagram with homomorphic encryption, which 

can secure all the structure data of a chart without losing the 

capacity to perform chart investigation over it. 
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C.R. Barde, Pooja Katkade, Deepali Shewale, Rohit Khatale. 

Secured multiple-keyword search over Encrypted Cloud Data. 

In this paper, they propose the issue of Secured Multi- 

catchphrase Search (SMS) over encoded cloud information 

(ECD), and build a gathering of protection approaches for such 

a safe cloud information usage framework. They initially 

proposed an essential Secured multi watchword positioned 

look conspire utilizing secure internal item calculation, and 

afterward enhance it to meet distinctive protection necessities. 

The positioned outcome gives top k recovery results. Babitha 

M.P, K. R. Ramesh Babu. Secure Cloud storage using AES 

encryption. In this paper tends to various information security 

and security assurance issues in distributed computing 

condition and propose a strategy for giving distinctive security 

administrations like confirmation, approval and classification 

alongside checking in postponement. 128 piece Advanced 

Encryption Standard (AES) is utilized for increment 

information security and classification. In this proposed 

methodology information is scrambled utilizing AES and 

afterward transferred on cloud. They likewise utilized Short 

Message Service (SMS) ready instrument or evading 

unapproved access to client information. 

 
 

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 
In this paper throughout we have used labeled graph. We 

define graph as G=(V,E) but in our paper we are using the 

keywords which are labeled to the vertices so, here graph can 

be defined as G=(V,W) where V is set or dictionary of 

identifiers of v’s neighbor denoted as V[v], every vertex of 

graph has this kind of dictionary. Every w keyword labeled in 

the graph has dictionary (i.e. W). It is denoted as W[w]. It stores 

identifiers of vertices which are labelled with w. 
 

 
Fig. 1. System Block Diagram 

The kNk questions ought to be replied on encoded chart 

legitimately and for that reason the diagram ought to be 

accurately scrambled. At that point and after that the best 

possible information re-appropriating will occur, at that point 

customer will ready to store his information on cloud and 

access it at whatever point required. For concentrating on 

kNk questions noting plan, a diagram encryption conspire 

comprise 5 algorithms, for example, The first one the 

KeyGen which is used for Key generation algorithm, 

Second one is Encrypt for Encryption, Next is the TokenGen 

for token Generation then the Answer and last one is decrypt 

for decryption. 

Our re-appropriating framework includes customer and 

capacity supplier. Customer will possess the diagram say G 

which is to be redistributed, and capacity supplier will store 

scrambled type of G. Presently customer will ready to flame 

kNk inquiry on scrambled chart to get to it again from capacity 

supplier and capacity supplier will answer customer's kNk 

questions. The framework contains 2 conventions Setup 

convention and Query convention. In Setup convention, 

customer possesses a diagram and doles out the data in chart 

and afterward encode it with the assistance of diagram 

encryption conspire, and redistribute it to capacity supplier. 

Furthermore, During Query convention, customer issues kNk 

inquiry with the assistance of token which is likewise 

scrambled by token age calculation. The capacity supplier will 

return rundown of k diagram vertices to the customer. 

 

A. Setup Performance 

The main task in Setup protocol is to generation and encipher 

indexes. we have a tendency to tested the execution times for 

generating the secure index structure on 3 datasets. consistent 

with size of the graph, we have a tendency toselected totally 

different number parameter m for  3 datasets.  m  was  set  to 

be two hundred for dataset Facebook, five hundred for dataset 

HepTh and one thousand for dataset Twitter. check results are 

shown in Figure four. Besides the overall generation times, the 

generation times for KeywordIndex, HopIndex, NeighborIndex 

and LookupIndex are on an  individual  basis reportable.For 

the check of   HopIndex   generation, we   have   a   tendency 

to excluded the execution  time  for  2-hop  labeling 

generation, because it utterly depends on the used 2-hop 

labeling theme, that isn't the subject of this paper. Index sizes 

are reportable in Figure five. the overall index  size  scales 

from fifty MB (for dataset Facebook) to four.6 GB (for dataset 

Twitter), that is appropriate for sensible usage. 

 
B. Query Performance : 

In the kNK inquiry execution time tests, parameter k was set as 

8 for every one of the three datasets, while limit t was set 

diversely dependent on the diagram measurements and 

calculation control. We set t = 200 for dataset Facebook, t = 300 

for dataset HepTh and t = 500 for dataset Twitter. We tried 1000 

kNK questions for each dataset. For each kNK question (k; v; 

w), v was arbitrarily chosen and w was examined as indicated 

by the watchword recurrence distribution2. We independently 

tried the question time utilizing just ForwardSearch, as it were 

BackwardSearch or HybridSearch. Since there's likelihood that 

BackwardSearch falls flat, we separately report those results for 

fizzled seeks. We can see that three datasets create comparable 

outcomes. The execution time for ForwardSearch is essentially 

straightly to the catchphrase recurrence, and it is greatly little 

when the watchword recurrence is under 1000. Fruitful 

BackfardSearch shows up generally when the catchphrase 

recurrence is moderately huge, and its execution time 

diminishes at the point when the catchphrase recurrence 

develops. This is on the grounds that the higher watchword 

recurrence results in a higher likelihood The execution time for 
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HybridSearch essentially picks the littler execution time 

between the ForwardSearch and the BackfardSearch, with the 

exception of for a few whose comparing watchword frequencies 

are only somewhat higher than t. Those focuses mirror the most 

pessimistic scenarios for every single conceivable question, 

hence legitimate decisions for parameter and t add to a superior 

inquiry execution. The execution times for those most 

pessimistic scenarios are even less than 50 ms for each of the 

three datasets, along these lines our graph encryption 

 
III. APPLICATIONS 

• Can be used in social media sites to store user’s data 

securely. 

• In government applications also used to store maps of 

villages etc. 

• It can be also used in industry area 

• Can be used in hospitals to store patient’s data 

securely. 

 
IV. CONCLUSION 

Finally we can conclude that we did use of graph 

encryption. And we have presented the graph encryption 

scheme for kNk queries. Our graph encryption scheme makes 

use of some cryptographic primitives such as symmetric key 

encryption, rather than slow homomorphic encryption. The 

proposed encryption(graph) scheme is more user friendly 

with wide set of graph data based cloud computing and edge 

computing applications such as social networks, e-maps , 

government applications, criminal analysis, hospital 

databases, military applications etc. This scheme attains 

higher security level as compare to graph encryption 

approaches. In this system graph itself is encrypted and we do 

not make any assumption on attacks. 
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